Dysgu: student user manual

Figure 1: Login screen after the initial launch of the program.
The startup screen of Dysgu is shown in Figure 1. The major sections of the screen are as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

This is the institution drop-box.
This is the course selection drop-box.
This is where the user will input their credentials.
This is the button used to initiate login.
This is the button to use if you have forgotten your password
This is the button to use when you are lost or confused about what is on your screen.
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Figure 2. Setting up password.
At the first login, students have to change and setup their password as shown in Figure 2.
Once we are logged into Dysgu, the user is greeted by the home screen, shown below in Figure 3.
a. This will show available modules in the
class.
b. This shows the user statistics on the class.
c. This will allow the user to configure app
settings.
d. This shows notifications from instructor.
e. This shows help information.
f. This will log the user out.
g. This is information readily available to the
user about what course they are viewing and
who is signed in.
Step 1: Getting started with modules
To access the available modules for a class, the user
must open the screen to begin interacting with the
modules and activities inside those modules. Press
the module selection button as is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Highlighted module selection button.
Once the user selects modules, they will see all available modules as shown in Figure 5. From here
they can select a module to begin work on. For each module, it will show the name, the deadline
and percent complete.

Figure 5: Module selection screen, highlighting an example module.
Each module in Dysgu consists of multiple learning paths and by selecting a module in Figure 5
will open a screen as shown in Figure 6, that will detail all the paths inside that module.
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Figure 6: Learning Paths for a module
a. Activities in the green learning path is what you are graded on and covers the learning
outcome for that module.
b. The activities in the practice path might award ‘points’ which are a currency in the app.
This does not affect your primary grade.
c. The extra credit path will award you ‘points’, however, problems in this path are harder
than other two paths.
d. This shows your current points awarded and grade awarded based on questions you have
completed
-

You may have more than one attempt for each question, and these are given in the form of
‘retakes’ after your retakes are depleted, you can view the correct answer for the questions
you are working on.

Step 2: Preform an activity in a Path

To participate on a problem-solving activity, select that activity from the module details screen and
the Dysgu will inform you about all require conditions about that activity as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Confirmation dialog to initiate an activity.
By selecting “yes” will start the corresponding activity and you will be able to interact with the
problem-solving steps. Once you are done with that activity and have submitted your answer, you
will be back to this screen (Figure 6), where you can start a new activity or review/retake an existing
activity.
Step 3: Reviewing your progress

You can review your status and progress in the class by selecting the show status button (Figure
2, ‘b’). It will appear as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Student status screen
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All of the modules in the class will be listed at the top of the screen. Initially, the screen will show
summative data on all modules. By clicking one of the module buttons, status in the corresponding
module will be shown. As shown in Figure 8, part ‘a’ shows general statistical data about grades.
Part ‘b’ shows your statistics in either one module or in all modules. Similarly, part ‘c’ shows the
whole class’s performance on that module or in all modules.
By pressing “Your Badges” button on Figure 8, students can see what badges they won and check
what badges their classmates also won (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Badge screen.
Change settings:
By pressing the setting button (‘c’ in Figure 3), students can personalize Dysgu as shown in Figure
10.

Figure 10. Change different settings.
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